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Background and methodology

1.

1.1 Project background
1.1.1 Why the research was commissioned
Brahm was commissioned by the Electoral Commission to carry out a piece of
qualitative research investigating the usability of ballot papers and associated
voting materials. The overall aim of the research was to gather information to
feed into an Electoral Commission project:

1. Development of design standards for ballot papers and other voting materials
Questions had been raised in recent years about the design of voting materials
and the ability of voters to clearly express their choice. This issue was brought to
the fore in 2007 when a relatively high number of ballot papers were rejected in
the combined parliamentary and local government elections in Scotland,
attracting criticism of the design of the ballot papers used in those elections.
The question of ballot paper design also arose at the elections to the National
Assembly for Wales in 2007. The Commission noted that many voters
commented on a ‘two feet long’ ballot paper for the regional list elections. Some
local Returning Officers used their discretion to print a more manageable-sized
ballot paper with two columns. However, this meant some voters cast their vote
on ballot papers of different appearance to others, owing to the inconsistencies
that arose between constituencies within an electoral region.
Since then, the Electoral Commission has committed itself to developing a set
of UK wide standards regarding the accessibility, design and usability of ballot
papers and associated stationery. The purpose of the standards is to promote
user-friendly, accessible design to ensure that voting materials are both:
•
•

Efficient i.e. easy to use;
Effective i.e. enable the person to carry out their intention
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1.1.2 Materials covered in the research
The research explored reactions to a range of materials that can be encountered
when voting:
•
•
•
•

Ballot papers
Instructions to voters in polling stations
Instructions to voters in polling booths
Postal voting statements (which need to be filled out with the signature
and date of birth of the voter, and also contain instructions on how to
vote) and any additional accompanying guidance

1.1.3 Electoral systems covered in the research
Different electoral systems require different ballot papers, instructions and
postal voting statements. The design standards will be UK-wide and so the
research needed to cover the materials used for a number of different UK
electoral systems (please see appendix for full explanations of each voting
system):
•
•
•
•

First Past The Post (single and multi-member1)
Closed List
Single Transferable Vote
Supplementary Vote

The research also took into account geographical coverage and the different
electoral systems in place in different countries within the UK.

1.2 Key objectives
The specific objectives of the research were therefore to:
•

Explore with the public what design features of existing voter materials
make it easier or more difficult to cast their vote as they intend to taking
into account:
o Content
o Layout
o Appearance

1

This system is used in multi-member wards in English and Welsh local elections and may be
referred to by other names, such as Multiple Non-Transferable Vote.
Great Insight Great Outcomes
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•

Explore the public’s understanding and interpretation of different party
descriptions, and whether they find these descriptions confusing or
misleading

Exploration of a number of specific issues was also required:
•
•
•
•

Use of party descriptions on ballot papers
Use of more than one column of parties or candidates for the same
ballot on the same ballot paper
Inclusion of candidates’ addresses on ballot papers
The ordering of candidates or parties on ballot papers

1.3 Methodology
Fourteen focus groups were conducted by Brahm moderators across the UK
during November 2008:
•
•
•

Each group lasted around 90 minutes
They had seven to ten participants, with a total of 118 participants across
the groups
All respondents were given a small cash incentive as a thank you for their
time and participation

1.4 Sample structure
The design standards will cover the whole of the UK, and are intended to make
ballot papers and associated voter materials more usable and accessible, so
the research design had to reflect this. The research also needed to take into
account each of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age
Gender
Social deprivation
Educational attainment
Language
Different attitudes to voting/ regularity of voting
Different experiences of postal voting
Geographic spread

Respondents were recruited based on the following sample structure (figure 1),
which was agreed between Brahm and the Electoral Commission. (This

structure dictated the recruitment screening questionnaire that was used to
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recruit individuals to take part, a sample of which can be found in the appendix
of this report).
Respondents were recruited at random (for example stopped in the street) by
experienced professional recruiters; all were asked the recruitment screening
questions and those who were eligible to take part were invited to join focus
groups.
Figure 1: Sample structure
Age

SEG

Education

Language

Vote Attitude to voting
Region
by
post
No
Always/usually
Wales (Cardiff)

1 25-44 C2D

Medium

2 18-24 BC1C2

High

Speak
Welsh
-

3 18-24 C2D

Low

-

No

4 25-44 DE

Low

-

No

5 25-44 BC1C2

Medium

-

No

6 45-64 BC1C2
7 45-64 DE

High
Low

-

Mix
Mix

8 45-64 C2D

Low

-

No

9 25-44 C2D

Medium

10 45-64 DE

Low

English not No
first
language
No

11 18-24 DE
12 65-79 Private
pension
BC1C2
13 65-79 State
pension
DE
14 65-79 State
pension
C2D

Low
High

-

No
Mix

Low

-

Medium

-
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No

Have or intend to Scotland
(Glasgow)
Have not or don’t England
intend to
(Newcastle)
Occasionally/
England
Never
(Selby)
Always/ Usually Northern Ireland
(Belfast)
Always/ Usually Wales (Cardiff)
Usually/
England
Occasionally
(Newcastle)
Occasionally/
Scotland
Never
(Glasgow)
Always/ Usually England
(London)
Occasionally/
Never
Have or intend to
Usually/
Occasionally

Northern Ireland
(Belfast)
Wales (Cardiff)
England
(London)

Mix

Always/ Usually

Scotland
(Glasgow)

No

Usually/
Occasionally

Northern Ireland
(Derry)
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1.5 Using the materials in the focus groups
After initial discussions around attitudes and behaviour to voting, each focus
group followed a two stage process, looking at the different voting materials
which were relevant to their geographic location.
The room was set up to reflect a polling station scenario. Polling station
instructions were displayed in the room and booth instructions given out,
allowing the moderator to observe the behaviour and actions of all respondents
as they voted. Postal voting materials were handed out altogether (included
envelopes, ballot paper and postal voting instructions - one or two pages
dependent upon area) recreating the postal experience.
Firstly respondents completed ballot papers and consumed some postal voting
information as if they were voting in an election (though without the polling
booths), before the voting materials were discussed.
This method allowed individuals to report on how easy they actually found the
task of voting, rather than how easy they thought a certain paper would be to
complete. The technique worked well to stimulate discussion, with the groups
completing their ballots and then spontaneously mentioning points of difficulty
or interest.
The order of materials handed out was randomised to ensure that the order in
which respondents saw materials did not affect the research findings.
Secondly, group moderators handed out coloured highlighters to all
respondents asking them to indicate, on their copies of the voting materials,
points of difficulty/confusion and things that helped with the voting process.
This was then discussed in detail, building on the contextual information around
attitudes and experiences to voting that was ascertained at the beginning of the
session. These annotated materials were collected from respondents and used
to help the analysis process.

Great Insight Great Outcomes
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2.

Executive summary

The voting experience
Differences in the level of engagement towards voting were evident across age,
social grade and location.
Older respondents (aged 65 plus) demonstrated the greatest propensity to vote.
Previous experience of voting tended to dictate how respondents interacted with
voting materials and to some extent how easy they found the voting process.
Respondents focused the majority of attention towards the ballot paper in their
initial interactions with the voting materials – there was limited consumption of
the other materials.
Respondents reported that they were unlikely to pay attention to polling station
instructions in a ‘real world’ voting situation, instead heading straight to the
booth to cast their vote.
Some less experienced voters said they may look at the booth instructions to
confirm how to cast their vote, depending upon the amount of detail contained
on the ballot paper.
Ballot Papers
Respondents preferred the following design features on ballot papers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inclusion of a title to identify the election in question
Inclusion of clear instructions on how to vote underneath the election title
at the top of each ballot paper
Party logos/emblems on ballot papers - preferably on the right hand side
of the paper
Numbering of candidates for two-column ballots to aid the process of
distinguishing between large numbers of candidates, but limit use on
others as can cause confusion
A small and wide paper design
A spacious, uncluttered layout allowing important details to stand out but
without over use of white space
Bold, large typeface for key information such as candidate surnames and
party names
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•
•
•

Bold lines to clearly indicate where their mark should be made
Different coloured paper to easily distinguish between papers in
combined elections
Candidate addresses were not deemed necessary

Polling station instructions
Polling station instructions were not deemed to be user-friendly or accessible.
Respondents want a quick and easy experience when voting and the station
instructions did not generate enough impact to make them stop and consume
the information.
Polling station instructions need to be clear, concise and generate impact to
direct traffic within the polling station. They should include:
•
•
•
•

A bold title to clearly identify what the election is for (to reaffirm why they
are there)
Concise, simple information using layman’s terms (e.g. Presiding Officer
not understood by majority)
Bullet points and white space to enable easy comprehension
Highlighted key information to generate impact i.e. the number of
candidates to vote for, and what to mark on the paper

Booth instructions
Booth instructions had more impact than polling station instructions and are
more likely to be read by voters, and there is an opportunity to build in vital
information such as the difference between voting systems.
Diagrams and colour blocking work well on these instructions to encourage
consumption and provide a ‘glance reference’ to the audience.
Key areas to consider for inclusion:
• Use of diagrams to show how to vote (e.g. number vs. cross)
• Use of blocks of colour adds professionalism and makes it easier to
digest information
• Vary size and bold font to generate impact

Great Insight Great Outcomes
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Issues specific to Wales
The absence of party names translated into Welsh and spelling mistakes in the
Welsh language caused confusion and annoyance.
Respondents preferred having separate pages or columns for when Welsh and
English are used simultaneously to aid comprehension.
Voting systems
Understanding of differences between voting systems was limited.
First past the post was the most easily recognisable system due to previous
experience.
Information on specific issues related to the voting system in question could aid
understanding, as follows:
First Past The Post
•
•
•

Single-member first past the post caused fewer difficulties than any other
system.
The number of candidates voters are required to mark at multimember
elections needs more prominence on the ballot paper
Materials should clearly distinguish how to vote – e.g. numbers or
crosses

Closed List
•
•
•
•

There was limited understanding and confusion around the need for
candidate names as well as party names, and about who they were
actually voting for
Ballots with separate columns for party names and candidates names
were deemed easier to use (for those that were shown this format)
Clearly identify independent candidates as individuals (and not that they
are associated to any specific party)
The number of parties or candidates to vote for should be clear

Single Transferable Vote
•
•
•

Ensure the voting box is on the right hand side
Clearly distinguish how to vote - the need for numbers vs. crosses
Identify how many candidates to vote for

Great Insight Great Outcomes
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Supplementary vote (only shown to the groups in London, where it is used in
elections for the London mayor)
•
•

Identify how many candidates you can vote for (and how many in each
column)
Clearly distinguish how to vote - the need for numbers vs. crosses

Combined Elections
•
•
•
•

Confusion was more pronounced when different voting systems were
used on the same voting occasion. Instructions need to work hard to
identify different requirements.
Guidance notices need to clearly separate/distinguish between different
elections
Titles on ballot papers need prominence to highlight different elections
Guidance on the actual ballot paper is also required on how to vote on
each ballot paper i.e. the need for numbers vs. crosses to avoid mistakes

Party descriptions
Party descriptions were not perceived to aid the voting process, rather they
generated confusion and raised questions about fairness, consistency and
clarity.
Postal Voting
The amount of voting material and its perceived complexity can act as a barrier
to voting by post, especially for those who have not done so before:
• Instructions need to be concise
• Pictorial, lateral step by step instructions aid understanding
• Areas voters need to complete need to be clearly marked (e.g. date of
birth, signature etc)
• The tone and use of information should not be intimidating – threatening
terminology such as ‘crime’ and ‘fraud’ could be removed
• A freephone telephone number should be highlighted to make help seem
more accessible

Great Insight Great Outcomes
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3. The voting
voting experience
3.1 Attitudes and opinions towards voting
There were differences in attitudes and level of engagement towards voting
evident across age, social grade and location. Respondents were recruited
based on their experience of voting, with age and social grade seeming to be
key factors influencing differences in opinions and behaviour.
Many respondents (both regular and occasional/non voters) claimed to feel
disillusioned by the voting process, citing a perceived move to middle-ground
politics making it harder to distinguish between parties. Interestingly, the
majority of respondents thought mainly about general elections when talking
about voting, as opposed to local or European elections.
Those who classed themselves as regular or occasional voters felt that
“tradition” and “habit” prompted them to continue to vote – a sense of it being
something that they had always done so might as well continue to do. Some
also had a sense of duty towards voting.
The attitude of younger respondents (18 to 24 year olds) was closely linked to
the voting history of their family. More affluent families tended to promote voting
through generations. Less affluent families tended to have less knowledge of
voting and more disengagement therefore young people from these families
were less likely to be interested in voting. However, if these less affluent families
were more engaged with politics, then again generational influence was evident.
Respondents aged 25 to 64 years old demonstrated a mix of attitudes, with
some engaged in the voting process and perceiving it as their duty to vote and
others demonstrating apathy.
Older respondents (aged 65 plus) tended to have had more experience of
voting and on the whole demonstrated a greater propensity to vote. There was
some evidence of disengagement based on their perceptions of political
change and the level of influence that their vote could have ‘these days’.
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3.2 Experience of voting and impact on use of voting materials
Previous experience of voting tended to dictate how respondents interacted with
voting materials and to some extent how easy they found the voting process.
Those who have had previous experience of voting had seen voting materials
before and therefore felt more familiar with what to do. These respondents
focussed on the ballot paper, paying little attention to the polling station and
polling booth instructions in the voting exercise, feeling that they already knew
how to cast their vote.
Respondents who had never voted were unfamiliar with voting materials and
were therefore more likely to look at the booth and station instructions, though
their attention was still chiefly focussed on the ballot paper.
Though experience did affect familiarity with the materials, respondents with
varying levels of experience tended to agree on the features that influenced
usability of ballot papers and voting instructions.

3.3 The voter journey – how do people vote?
Observing how respondents used the voting materials and discussing how they
cast their vote provided insight that is interesting to consider when looking at the
features of voting materials and what eases the voting process.
Voting was often seen to be a chore: commonly there was a desire to get into
the polling station and back out again as quickly as possible, or to complete the
postal voting procedure with limited effort. This attitude meant that respondents
mainly focussed on the ballot paper, with limited interaction with voting
instructions within the polling station. There was more interaction evident with
postal voting instructions due to the amount of materials within pack, particularly
for those with no experience of postal voting.
The steps taken by respondents when voting within a polling station
environment can be summarised as follows:
1. Arriving at the polling station tending to by-pass polling station
instructions and heading straight to cast their vote
2. Scanning the ballot paper looking for the name and logo of their party of
choice. Both experienced and inexperienced voters behaved in this way
with the majority aware of which party they wanted to vote for

Great Insight Great Outcomes
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3. Some less experienced voters may look at the booth instructions to
confirm how to cast their vote (dependant upon level of detail of
instructions on the ballot paper)
4. Mark the ballot paper in what they perceive to be the correct way
Similar interaction evident with postal voting materials, although overall there
was greater propensity to consult instructions for clarification:
1. Mark the ballot paper in what they perceive to be the correct way
2. Consult instructions and sign postal voting statement/ fill in date of birth
3. Review instructions in more detail to understand how to return ballot
paper and completed postal voting statement
a. More competent voters followed instructions logically and
completed the process successfully
b. Others less experienced or more disengaged were confused by
the process and gave less time to read and digest instructions
and therefore struggled to complete the process correctly
A number of key issues arise from this:
•
•
•

•

Instructions on how to vote must be clear on the ballot paper
Booth instructions provide a useful back up level of detail as to
how to vote
Station instructions are not read by voters and potentially this is
not the right place for ‘how to vote’
Voters could potentially find another source of instruction
helpful e.g. an in-booth leaflet
Postal voting instructions need to be simple and clear to engage
voter to read thoroughly

As discussed below, it is therefore key to ensure that instructions are clear on
the ballot paper, particularly with regards to the specific voting requirements,
due to limited interaction with other instruction materials. Station, booth and
postal instructions need to work harder to generate impact and encouragement
to read.
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4. Ballot papers
Respondents all saw a variety of ballot papers with different design features,
which enabled them to compare and contrast elements that they felt added or
detracted from the usability of different materials.
Respondents discussed the ‘ideal’ ballot paper deciding what features helped
them with the voting process and what their preferred content, layout and styles
were. Findings were very consistent across all groups in terms of the content
and features that were seen to affect usability, even within groups containing
different levels of experience and attitudes to voting.

4.1 Content
4.1.1 Titles
The ballot papers shown in the groups had varying titles at the top of the paper;
some were just an instruction on how to complete the ballot paper while others
stated the name of the election, in varying levels of detail (see figures 2 and 3).
Presence of a title on ballot papers indicating the election in question was
preferred by respondents as it was felt that this allowed them to easily identify
which election the ballot was for, reaffirming what they are voting for (e.g. their
local MP, MSP or AM; the Mayor; local councillor(s)).
Titles on ballot papers stating what election they are for were perceived by
respondents to be especially important when it comes to combined elections,
allowing them to easily identify which ballot paper is which.
poor’’ example of a ballot paper title, seen to be lacking in
Figure 2: A perceived ‘‘poor
poor
detail

Figure 3: An example of title style preferred by respondents
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A set of ballot papers shown to the London focus groups included different
shades of font in the title, and this caused some confusion amongst
respondents. It was felt that the most important detail i.e. who was actually
being voted for, was lightly shaded and did not stand out. Respondents also
disliked the perceived stylised nature of this title.
respondents
ts
Figure 4: An example of a ballot paper title disliked by responden

4.1.2 Instructions
Respondents perceived there to be a need for clear instructions on how to vote
underneath the election title at the top of each ballot paper. This would help
them to understand how to cast their vote, for example whether to use a cross
or numbering. Where instructions were felt to be clear, there was less hesitation
and confusion evident in the groups when respondents completed their ballot
papers.
Respondents also thought ballot papers where diagrams were used to
demonstrate how to vote were easier to use. Diagrams were felt to allow
respondents to instantly recognise what to do. This was felt to be particularly
important in light of the fact that people traditionally tended to think of voting as
using a cross; there was evidence in the focus groups of respondents using
crosses on ballot papers where numbering was required.
These tended to be younger, less experienced voters, non-voters or older voters
who had not voted regularly. This highlights that previous experience of voting
can both help and hinder voters’ behaviour.
Figure 5: Clear instructions and a diagram were felt to ease the voting process

Where no diagrams were used on ballot papers, respondents perceived the
ballot as harder to read and felt that instructions did not stand out enough.
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Some ballot papers used words rather than figures to show numbers in their
instruction (e.g. ‘three’ rather than ‘3’) and respondents perceived this to be
confusing. It was felt that numbers were easier to digest than words in the
context of a ballot paper.
Figure 6: Words were felt to be more confusing than numbers

Some respondents were also shown ballot papers where the instructions used a
white font on a black background. Respondents perceived this as difficult to
use, with many missing the instruction at first glance.
Figure 7: An example of a ballot paper instruction with white text on black
background

papers
4.1.3 How people mark ballot pa
pers
It is interesting to note the different ways in which respondents marked ballot
papers, further illustrating the need for clear, user-friendly instructions and
demonstrating a point that will be made later on about how people consume
polling station and booth instructions.
In terms of ballot papers from First Past The Post elections, a number of
respondents did not know that they needed to use a cross and marked their
ballot papers in a different way.
Examples of how respondents cast their vote incorrectly included:
•
•

Putting a tick in place of a cross
Circling numbers next to candidate names
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•

Using the wrong sort of cross (e.g. ‘+’ instead of ‘x’)

Ballot papers that required numbering of candidates (such as single
transferable vote) also caused some confusion with respondents. Again a
number of respondents were unsure of how to mark their ballot paper, marking
the ballot paper with crosses instead of numbering candidates

4.1.4 Names of Candidates and Parties
Respondents preferred candidate surnames to be in bold, reflecting what
campaigns are seen to lead on (for example campaign materials tend to refer to
surnames) and so easing the voting process. In the event that there are multiple
candidates with the same surname, first names were then felt to need
prominence allowing people to easily distinguish between candidates. (This was
particularly the case in Wales and discussed further in section 10)
Figure 8: Example from a ballot paper with clear, bold surname

Figure 8a: Example from a ballot paper where candidate names are not bold
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On Closed List ballot papers where more than one candidate name was listed
under each party, respondents demonstrated confusion mainly due to the fact
that the voting system was not understood clearly. Respondents did not realise
why there was a need for a list of candidate names and their relevance to the
voting system. If candidate names are legally required to be shown, then
respondent preference was for bolder font, although the presence of names
would need to be explained.
Figure 9: Example of a closed
closed list ballot paper

Respondents requested party names to be in bold text in addition to candidate
names. The majority of respondents were using party names to help them cast
their vote and therefore felt inclusion and prominence of party names was
important.
Addresses
ddresses
4.1.5 Candidate A
Respondents thought there was no clear need for candidate addresses to
appear on ballot papers, a feature questioned spontaneously by respondents in
all focus groups. Addresses generated confusion as respondents questioned
whether they were candidates’ personal addresses or party offices and
wondered what the point of featuring them at the polling stage was.
Respondents also wanted ballot papers to be uncluttered and clear, and felt that
addresses unnecessarily took up space.
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10:: Example from a ballot paper where addresses perceived to clutter
Figure 10
the space

Addresses were perceived to have potential merit on ballot papers in local
elections, for example to help identify a candidate who lived locally. Some
respondents noted that if an address was not local then this could have a
negative impact on their perceptions of the candidate. Respondents however
perceived addresses not to be a feature that would impact on their vote once in
the polling booth – a decision they felt they would have already made prior to
coming along to vote.
Logos
ogos
4.1.6 Party L
Respondents thought the inclusion of party logos/emblems on ballot papers
was important in helping them identify their chosen party and cast their vote.
They were using logos to quickly identify parties (as opposed to looking for
candidates) and felt that they made parties look more professional.
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Where logos were not featured for independent candidates, respondents raised
questions about who this candidate was and their credibility. (Demonstrating a
general lack of understanding of the presence and role of independent
candidates).
Respondents perceived there to be a need for all candidates to have a logo in
the name of fairness, and wondered if independent candidates could make use
of a generic logo or photograph.
Respondents perceived positioning of logos on the right hand side of a ballot
paper to be logical and felt it enabled them to mark the ballot next to the logo, to
ensure they had cast their vote as intended. In Northern Ireland, where the box
and logo were to the left of the ballot paper, respondents still found it easier to
mark the ballot paper when the logo was positioned next to the box. However,
preference was for the box and logo to be positioned on the right hand side of
the party/candidate information as this is deemed more logical to consume.
11
1: Example
Figure 1
Example from a ballot featuring logos and independent candidates
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4.1.7 Candidate Number
umbering
The numbering of candidates on ballot papers was used differently depending
on the election and ballot paper.
It was not an issue for those who were aware of the alphabetical ordering of
candidates on ballot papers. For those who were not aware of this, there was
little spontaneous mention of numbering on First Past The Post ballot papers,
though several respondents questioned whether it could subconsciously
influence voters.
Where two-column ballots were used, respondents perceived numbering to
ease the voting process making it easier to distinguish between a large number
of candidates.
Figure 12
12: Numbering was perceived to work well on two column ballot papers

On ballot papers where candidates and parties are numbered (e.g. a Closed
List paper), respondents perceived ballot papers to be particularly confusing.
This stemmed from a lack of understanding of the electoral system, and
previous experience or perceptions of more ‘traditional’ ballot papers that only
require one cross against one candidate.
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13
3: Ballot papers where number
numbering
Figure 1
ing of both candidates and parties
generated confusion

Respondents felt that when they had to rank candidates in order of preference
(for example in elections that use a Single Transferable Vote), numbers printed
on the ballot could have an impact on voting, particularly for anyone unsure of
how to cast their vote. The perception of respondents was that numbering was
unnecessary in this situation, so long as the ballot paper clearly separates out
candidates.

4.2 Layout of Ballot Papers
4.2.1 Positioning of information
Respondents perceived ballot papers that were relatively short and wide to be
easier to use than those that were long and narrow, as they were easier to
handle and had less information (i.e. number of candidates) to consume,
making the process quicker. Smaller ballot papers were deemed to be less
cluttered and therefore gave the impression of greater white space, making
them less daunting and easier to use.
14
4: Smaller ballot papers were perceived to be easier to use
Figure 1
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The perception of respondents was that the best layout of candidate information
for a usable ballot paper had the candidate name at the top (of the line), with the
party name underneath.
Experienced voters expected to see this while inexperienced voters felt that it
made the ballot easy to use. Respondents felt that ballot papers should be laid
out in a logical order which for them was left to right (i.e. information on the left,
box to mark on the right) – reflecting how they felt their eyes naturally looked at
and read a paper.
4.2.2 Order and spacing
While respondents called for a spacious, uncluttered ballot paper to allow
specific important details to stand out, they perceived too much white space to
be unnecessary and in some cases have the potential to confuse. For example,
some ballots had empty boxes side by side (where independent candidates had
no logo, next to a box to mark a cross) and respondents felt there was the
potential to cast your vote incorrectly.
15
5: Too much white space on a ballot paper
Figure 1
paper was felt to have the potential
for confusion

In terms of ordering on ballot papers, there was some confusion over the
ordering of candidates. This was particularly the case for those less experienced
in voting and unaware of alphabetical ordering.
Some ballot papers had independent candidates listed at the bottom of the
ballot and this was perceived to be unfair. Participants perceived there to be no
reason why these candidates could not be included in the alphabetical ordering.
On ballot papers where there was more than one candidate for a party,
respondents perceived it to be confusing as they tended to vote for parties and
not candidates. In this situation respondents stated that they were unsure of
who to vote for and some would have preferred to see candidates grouped
together by party.
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4.2.3 Use of columns
Respondents did not feel a need for a set limit on the number of candidates that
can be included in a single list. Therefore it is difficult to ascertain an ideal length
because it depends upon the spacing and layout of the ballot paper contents.
Having said that, respondents did not struggle with the two column ballot paper
that was shown to them in the focus groups, feeling that this was an effective
and user-friendly layout for 26 candidates.
16
6: A two column ballot paper was felt to be an effective way to display a
Figure 1
large number of candidates

Some examples of ballot papers were shown that were deemed to be too long
by respondents, who felt that separation into two columns may make ballot
papers easier to read and handle.
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4.3 Appearance of Ballot Papers
4.3.1 Size and font
In terms of appearance, respondents preferred bold, large typeface for key
information such as candidate surnames and party names to ensure that the
key information needed to help them cast their vote was as clear as possible.
However, party names should appear smaller than the candidate information on
the ballot paper but larger than the current examples.
Respondents also preferred bold lines to be used, to clearly indicate where the
mark should be made.
17
7: Respondents preferred clearly sectioned ballot papers with use of
Figure 1
bold and capital letters for key information

Respondents perceived elements of some of the ballot papers tested to use
typeface that was too small as they were unreadable or looked cluttered:
•
•
•

Addresses (which were also deemed unnecessary)
Candidate names on Closed List ballot papers
Party names
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4.3.2 Colours and contrast
Ballot papers shown in some of the groups used for multiple elections were on
different coloured paper. Respondents perceived this to be of benefit, allowing
them to easily distinguish between papers in combined elections.
Questions were raised around the use of some colours which respondents
deemed to be “odd”, for example peach and pink. Respondents felt that
unbiased colours (i.e. not any party colours) needed to be used but were unsure
which colours could be used, as primary colours could all be associated with a
party (although this was not specifically mentioned by respondents when shown
a yellow paper within the London focus groups).
Although perceiving contrast to make key features stand out as a useful thing,
respondents felt this should be limited to use of bold type and underlining. Use
of shading and contrast by using white text in a black box for example, was felt
to make information harder to read.
4.3.3

Size of boxes

Size of the boxes (with which to mark your vote) on ballot papers was felt to be
important by respondents, particularly those who were less sure about voting.
Some respondents were confused about where to put their mark to vote on
ballots where there was a lot of white space with boxes not clearly defined.
Clearly defined, separate boxes were perceived to make it easier to cast your
vote correctly
.
18
8: Boxes that were individual and clearly defined worked well
Figure 1
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4.4 Ballot paper conclusions and recommendations
recommendations
A number of features will contribute to ballot papers that are easy to use and
should be used to inform the Electoral Commission’s design standards.
The standards should consider each of the following priorities:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Identify the election within a clear title at the top of the page
Provide clear instructions underneath the title describing how to cast your
vote (i.e. numbers vs. crosses)
o Use figures rather than words to show numbers (e.g. ‘3’ rather
than ‘three’)
Provide diagrammatical instructions next to boxes, clearly showing how
and where to mark the ballot paper
Display candidate surnames printed in bold capital letters, followed by
bold Christian names
Display party names in bold and large font but slightly smaller than the
candidate details
Do not normally include candidate addresses
o Potentially these could be used for local elections
Have party logos that clearly stand out
o Positioned next to voting box for ease of casting your vote
o Consider how to fill the space where independent candidates
have no logo
Follow a left-to-right layout, with space to mark the paper on the right
hand side
Use bold lines to distinguish boxes
Display information as clearly as possible - double column ballots are
acceptable but only necessary for long papers. Use numbering for
double columns, but is not necessary on single column ballots
Use differently coloured paper to distinguish multi-ballot elections
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5. Polling station instructions
Respondents on the whole did not respond positively to the station instructions:
they were not deemed to be user-friendly or accessible. Respondents who had
voted before made clear that in a ‘real world’ situation they would likely go to
vote either on the way to or from somewhere else, meaning any voting materials
had to stand out to grasp their attention.
Indeed, the whole purpose of polling station instructions should be considered.
Potentially, on posters, their main purpose should be to direct traffic within ‘the
Polling Station’. Instructions on how to vote should be delivered elsewhere i.e. in
the polling booth, on the ballot paper

5.1

Content

5.1.1 Title
Respondents preferred instructions to have a clear title, outlining the actual
election that they were referring to. Respondents identified that some titles did
not captivate their attention. The title acts as the main prompt to read the
poster, therefore the title must draw attention to the poster and justify why
individuals should read it. In some cases the language used in the title was
perceived to be unclear – respondents in particular did not like the title
“Direction for the guidance of voters” – they perceived this to be overly formal
and in some cases difficult to understand.
The example shown in Figure 19 below however demonstrates how ‘white out of
black’ shading can work well for titles. Respondents implied that this form of title
gave greater prominence to the title, looked more professional, and therefore
increased their likelihood to read.
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Figure 19:
19: Polling station instruction title

The standards could even consider recommending use of a phrase such as
‘please read’ i.e. something that is more of a ‘call to action’.
5.1.2 Information
Respondents were unanimous in their responses – all thought there was too
much information provided in the polling station instructions, and this prevented
easy consumption.
In terms of format, respondents indicated that the key points were not
highlighted, and lengthy paragraphs did not enable easy reading.
The example shown below illustrates a case where respondents perceived too
much detailed information was presented. Conversely, the elements within
paragraphs that are emboldened were praised by respondents as allowing them
to pick out key information quickly.
instructions
ns containing detailed information
Figure 20: Polling station instructio
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Some elements within station instructions were of interest to many voters, for
example being able to get another ballot paper to have another chance to vote if
you spoil your original ballot paper. This is an example of a detail of the voting
process that was not widely known but was deemed to be vitally important
information.
Overall the amount of information and the format it is presented in is likely to
limit the number of respondents who will read the instructions. More
experienced voters feel they already know the information contained in the
instructions. In the case of less experienced voters, many would be unlikely to
read the instructions at all – they were often seen to contain ‘boring’ information.
The implication therefore is that the station instructions need to be designed in a
way that attracts and justifies an individual’s attention.
5.1.3 Language
The language used in the station instructions caused some confusion amongst
respondents. Spontaneously they mentioned it being ‘woolly’, long-winded, oldfashioned and ultimately hard to understand. In some cases the instructions
assumed knowledge which participants did not have – for example the majority
did not know who or what a ‘presiding officer’ was.
In certain cases there were different instructions about how to vote used on the
station instructions to the actual ballot paper / booth instructions: for example –
“put only one cross on the ballot paper” (on the poster) compared to “you have
one vote” (on the ballot paper). This caused confusion over the correct way to
vote for some respondents.
A need was expressed by some respondents for information to be provided
around the actual voting system itself, especially where the voting system is
more unusual. This argument was quickly counterbalanced by others
mentioning that the overall amount of information included would be too great.
Voting systems themselves however did cause considerable confusion amongst
all respondents (see section 7).

5.2

Layout

5.2.1 Use of space
Respondents liked examples of instructions where paragraphs were broken up
e.g. with the use of numbers and the inclusion of some white space between the
points, as it made them more digestible and easier to understand. An example
of this is shown in Figure 21 below.
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Figure 21: Numbered polling station instructions containing effective use of
white space

Respondents however felt using A3 was too small to provide the required standout for the information provided. Some also pointed out that instruction points
were not always in a logical order; in Figure 21. above for example instructions 3
(‘leave the polling station’) and 4 (‘If by mistake… ask for another one’) were
seen to be the wrong way round.
Some respondents noted the use of numbers appeared ‘regulatory’ and overly
official, and expressed a preference for bullet points. Using white space and
bullet points would highlight points more but in a less forceful manner, and be
more appealing to less experienced voters and non-voters particularly.

5.3

Appearance

5.3.1 Size of font & colour
Overall it was felt that few examples of station instructions had stand-out: the
posters were not eye-catching, they were in black and white, key information
was not highlighted, there were few diagrams or pictures, and the font was too
small.
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The information included looked like the type of ‘small print’ consumers
commonly receive - for example in a credit card application.
Overall it was felt there was a lack of contrast in boldness, typeface or
underlining, which made respondents less likely to read the poster. It was felt
that key information would be digested if it was easy to identify at a glance.

5.4

instructions:: conclusions an
and
d recommendations
Polling station instructions

Given the very limited interaction of voters with polling station instructions, the
key recommendation would be to consider the way in which instructions are
provided and presented to voters.
If polling station instructions continue to be used in their current format there are
a number of key considerations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Include the election to which the instructions relate in the title
Embolden the title to draw attention and impel people to read on further particularly if a more unusual voting system is used
State how many candidates to vote for
Be clear about what mark to make in the box e.g. a number or a cross
Provide a diagram to illustrate correct voting procedure
Ensure clear signposting of important information (e.g. use highlighting)
Ensure language is simple
Do not assume knowledge
Ensure instructions are concise and easy to digest with limited work required
by individual (e.g. use bullet points)
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6 Polling booth instructions
6.1

Content

6.1.1 Information
Respondents deemed the polling booth instructions to be more important than
the polling station instructions and so were more likely to read them. It was
immediate to respondents that there was a much smaller amount of information
to consume in comparison to the station instructions: they had much more of an
impact and were seen only to contain the key information.
Where diagrams were used it was felt that they worked well, especially when
used in conjunction with colour: these stood out, were easier to digest and
acted to reinforce the written information. An example is shown in Figure 22
below.
Figure 22: Diagram excerpt from polling booth instruction
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Overall therefore the information delivered on the booth instructions would be
used by respondents, mostly as a “glance reference” to check they were
completing the ballot paper correctly. As such they represented a key
opportunity to highlight any difference between the individual voting systems for
the less engaged respondents.
6.1.2 Language
On the whole respondents thought the language used in the booth instructions
was simple and therefore easy to understand. The A3 size used also worked
well to deliver information in larger fonts, ensuring stand out.
Where confusion emerged this tended to relate to inconsistency in language
compared to other voting materials - for example an instruction to “vote for only
one candidate” (on English UKP station notice, point 2) vs. “vote for no more
than one candidate” (on English UKP booth notice), or respondents not being
clear about what to ‘mark’ in the box, a number or a cross.
Overall the language used in the booth instructions was much better received
than the station instructions. Suggested improvements relate to using consistent
language across the other voting materials, and an opportunity to use diagrams
to highlight what mark to actually make in the box e.g. the need for a cross or
number.

6.2

Appearance

6.2.1 Colour
Of the different booth instructions we tested with respondents, the colour
version stood out as one of the best examples as it stood out for respondents.
Not only was it seen to be more professional-looking than other examples, but
importantly the colour blocking used in the formatting and highlighting of text
acted to make the instructions easier to digest. Figure 23 shows an example.
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Figure 23: Colour polling booth instruction

6.2.2 Size and font
Respondents preferred examples which had a variation in font sizes. These were
seen to provide points of difference and look professional. Other lauded
elements included a judicious use of bold text, and where separate points were
being made the use of lines to separate out the points made. An example of a
booth instruction containing all these elements is shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Polling booth instructions utilising different font sizes, bold text &
separator lines

Examples which used bold exclusively were seen to be tiring on the eye, with
limited stand-out of key information.

6.3

Polling booth instructions: conclusions and recommendations

Voters may consult polling booth instructions alongside information included on
ballot papers and they are an important affirmation for voters.
The key information needed for inclusion on polling booth instructions is:
•
•
•
•

Title of election
How many candidates to vote for
What mark to make in the box e.g. a number or a cross
A diagram to illustrate correct voting procedure
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7 Requirements specific to voting systems
There are a number of different electoral systems in used to elect people to
different bodies across the UK. The process involved in an election and how
ballot papers need to be marked (i.e. with a single cross, with priority numbering
etc) is dictated by the electoral system of the election in question. There are
therefore a number of specific points raised about voting materials in relation to
electoral system and this section outlines these.

7.1

multi--member)
First Past The Post (single & multi

Single-member FPTP is used, for example, in elections to the UK Parliament and
many local elections in England. Multimember FPTP is used in some local
elections in England and Wales.
Single-member FPTP was the most easily recognised system amongst
respondents; it was the system that the majority had experienced and therefore
the system for which respondents had the most expectations about how to
proceed. When given the voting materials most respondents (regardless of
experience) went straight to the ballot paper to complete it, as they assumed
they knew the system; only after this did respondents read the instructions if
they were prominent. Less experienced voters / non voters in contrast gave the
instructions more attention (but only after having looked at /completed the ballot
paper).
Respondents wanted more prominence on the ballot paper around the number
of candidates you can mark for Multimember FPTP ballot papers. There is a
danger of complacency amongst respondents who can assume that they simply
vote for one candidate only, based on their experience of Single FPTP elections.
There is also a need to more clearly distinguish between crosses and numbers,
as information about ranking and how ranking works was not clearly understood
by respondents. Indeed, this was linked to a lack of knowledge about how the
actual voting system worked amongst respondents.
7.1.2 Priority information to include for Multimember FPTP
The following information would be useful at the top of the ballot paper:
• How many candidates to vote for
• What mark to make in the box e.g. a number or a cross
• A diagram to illustrate correct voting procedure
• Information about ranking and how ranking works would be better suited to
booth or station instructions
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7.2

Closed List

Closed list ballot papers are used in, for example, European Parliamentary
elections, and for election of regional members to the Scottish Parliament and
National Assembly for Wales.
There was limited understanding of the voting system: only a few respondents
understood proportional representation and could explain it to others. Common
spontaneous reactions included “who are all these people listed?” “who am I
voting for?” “why are they numbered?” etc.
Confusion existed around the station notice, specifically over the instruction
seen on some examples which stated to vote for a ‘party or individual’ – it needs
to be made clearer that in this instance an ‘individual’ is an independent
candidate and not a candidate from a party list. In some instances respondents
put a cross next to a list candidate’s name rather than in the voting box itself.
People in some groups were shown two closed list ballot papers, one which
separated party names with a column and another where party names were
included in the same box as candidate names. Respondents noted the ballot
paper which separated the party name in separate column was easier to
understand, shown in figure 25 below.
Figure 25
25: Ballot paper with separate column for party name
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7.2.1 Priority information to include for closed list voting
voting materials
Clarify the instruction to vote for a ‘party or individual’ in the station notice – it
needs to be made clearer that in this instance an ‘individual’ is an independent
candidate
•
•
•
•
•

The party name in a separate column (on the ballot paper)
How many candidates to vote for (on the ballot paper)
What mark to make in the box e.g. a number or a cross (on the ballot paper)
A diagram to illustrate correct voting procedure (on booth instructions)
If ranking used, information about ranking and how ranking works again this
would be better suited to booth or station instructions (on booth and station
instructions)

7.3

Single Transferable Vote

The Single Transferable Vote system is used for most elections in Northern
Ireland, and also for local government elections in Scotland.
This system caused considerable confusion for the respondents. Confusion
stems from numbering preferences. Common spontaneous reactions included
“how many do I number?” “is it better to number them all?” and “will it be valid if
I only put two numbers?”. Respondents sometimes used crosses instead of
numbers as a consequence of not looking at the instructions before completing
their ballots.
On the ballot paper, respondents suggested that party names need more
prominence, and that the logos used need to stand out. There was also a
preference for the voting box to be placed on the right as it feels more natural to
read from left to right. The station instructions were seen to be quite lengthy, and
were compared to ‘small print.’
7.3.1 Priority
Priority information to include for STV voting materials
•
•
•
•

How many candidates to vote for (on the ballot paper)
What mark to make in the box e.g. a number or a cross (on the ballot paper
and instructions)
A diagram to illustrate correct voting procedure (on booth instructions)
If ranking used, information about ranking and how ranking works (on booth
and station instructions)
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7.4

Supplementary Vote

The Supplementary Vote system is not used widely in the UK, but is used for
mayoral elections, including the Mayor of London. Only one example of a
supplementary vote ballot paper was looked at in the research, therefore it is
difficult to draw any solid conclusions about materials for this voting system.
Several points relating to the design of the ballot in question (as opposed to
factors influenced by the voting system) have been covered earlier in this report.
Again, there was some confusion with the ballot as to how the system worked
amongst respondents, with common questions including “do you have to vote
for two?” “why have we got two choices?” and “can you vote for the same
person twice?”.
Respondents however felt that the two columns for voting could be explained
more fully; some respondents missed the voting instructions themselves as they
used a ‘white on black’ design, as mentioned in the ballot paper section of this
report. There was also some criticism of the colours used for the ballots – peach
/ pink for example could easily be confused. The ballot paper in question is
shown below in Figure 26.
Figure
Figu
re 26: Example ballot paper used for Supplementary Vote system (which
was printed as black text on a pink background)
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7.4.1 Priority information to include for supplementary vote voting materials
•
•
•
•

How many candidates to vote for
What mark to make in the box e.g. a number or a cross
A diagram to illustrate correct voting procedure
If ranking used, information about ranking and how ranking works

7.5

Combined elections

A combined ballot election causes confusion for most respondents which is
heightened when different voting systems are used on the same day.
Several examples of combined elections were looked at in the focus groups:
• London Mayoral and Greater London Assembly elections
• Northern Ireland Assembly and European Parliamentary elections
• Scottish Parliamentary constituency and regional elections
• National Assembly for Wales constituency and regional elections
Respondents would typically attend the polling station to vote in what they
perceived to be the main election and have limited knowledge of the other
election(s) occurring. With regards to choice of candidate / party, respondents
would typically already know who they were voting for in the main election.
However for the supplementary election(s) respondents would typically be
unaware or unprepared. In such a situation they said they would tend to vote for
their party of habit.
Due to the special circumstances which surround combined elections, guidance
notices need to be clearly entitled for each election so that individuals can follow
the correct instructions. The title on the actual ballot papers also requires
prominence to help distinguish which election each refers to. Instructions need
to be concise, avoiding repetition on the polling station and the booth
instructions; furthermore clear instructions on ballot papers are also required to
help reinforce the right way to vote in each instance.
Respondents also mentioned the need for some general education around how
elections and voting systems actually work.
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7.5.1 Priority
Priority information to include on voting materials at combined elections
•
•
•

•

Prominent titles for all voting materials linking it to a specific election
Concise instructions without repetition
Actual instructions on the ballot paper to reinforce the right way to vote
o How many candidates to vote for
o What mark to make in the box e.g. a number or a cross
o A diagram to illustrate correct voting procedure
If ranking used, information about ranking and how ranking works

8 Party descriptions
The Electoral Administration Act 2006 amended the Political Parties, Elections
and Referendums Act 2000 to require the registration of party descriptions for
use on ballot papers at UK elections. A political party may register up to 12 party
descriptions, and may then use any of these descriptions or the registered party
name to describe itself on ballot papers for elections. Before 2000 the
description which appeared next to a candidate’s name had been at the
discretion of the Returning Officer for the election in question. Different party
descriptions featured on the suite of ballot papers shown in the research.
Respondents spontaneously noticed party descriptions on different ballot
papers and on the whole these were perceived to cause confusion. Party
descriptions were not perceived to be making the voting process any easier, but
were seen to be raising questions about fairness, consistency and clarity.
A number of key points were raised by respondents regarding party
descriptions:
•

•

Respondents perceived there to be a need for consistency and therefore
fairness. It was perceived to be unfair for some candidates to have party
descriptions and others to not, as descriptions were perceived to be like
campaigning in the polling booth
It was felt that party descriptions made some candidates or parties seem
less professional because their description was seen to be highlighting
them as a standing over a single issue and not having a wider manifesto;
respondents referred to party descriptions as “slogans” and
distinguished between those that were just a party name and those that
were issue-based. Some even dismissed parties described in this way as
“less serious”
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•

•

•

Respondents expressed concern that some candidates had
‘independent’ where others had party descriptions; the perception was
that such independent candidates could be members of what were
perceived to be ‘controversial’ parties using anonymous descriptions to
try and get votes
Confusion was generated when party descriptions contained names that
differed from that of the candidate in (e.g. a candidate for the London
Assembly having the name of a mayoral candidate in their party
description).
No respondents picked up on any variations in party descriptions, for
example ‘The Conservatives’, ‘The Conservative Party’ or ‘The
Conservative Party Candidate’

27
7: Ballot paper showing different use of party descriptions, and some
Figure 2
candidates with no party descriptions
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9 Postal voting
Respondents said that they perceived postal voting to be an easy process in
general; however observations in the groups showed them to be confused and
consulting one another during the process.
Ballot papers used in the postal voting process are the same as those used in
polling stations. This section focuses upon perceptions of the postal voting
materials that accompany the ballot paper and the process of postal voting.

9.1 Amount of materials
Respondents found it to be complicated to work out where to start when
completing a postal vote, given the number of different materials received (two
envelopes, a postal voting statement, in some cases an additional guidance
sheet, and a ballot paper). This was particularly the case for inexperienced and
non-voters and was perceived to be likely to impact on the elderly with what was
seen as an intimidating amount of material. Respondents perceived voting to be
“a bit of a chore” in general, therefore it was felt that the amount of materials
could reflect the ease (or otherwise) of the process i.e. a large amount of
materials can seem intimidating and is therefore perceived as complex.
Respondents therefore called for minimal but clear descriptions of how to cast
their vote; they required postal voting statements to appear as clear as possible
at first glance to eliminate the potential for materials to intimidate.
Many respondents did not understand the role of the two envelopes in the
process, i.e. for the purposes of ensuring a secret ballot, and felt this added to
confusion.

9.2 Instructions and declaration
Respondents saw different formats and styles of instructions, prompting
discussion on features that made postal voting statements easy to use.
•

With some styles it was not felt to be clear that the space in which to write
your date of birth was for this purpose; in the mock voting some
respondents wrote the current date in this space
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Figure 28:
28: Instruction on postal voting statement that confused some
respondents

•

Respondents perceived it to be easier to complete a postal voting
statement when arrows were used to direct them to where to complete
the form, as they felt their eye was drawn by the arrows

Figure 29:
29 Instruction on postal voting statement that was felt to make
completing the form easier

•

•

Postal voting statements consisted of two pages; the statement itself and
a guidance sheet, and respondents perceived there to be no instruction
to turn to the back of the page or refer to the other sheet – they
suggested using ‘PTO’ at the bottom of the front page
On some examples of postal voting statements respondents perceived it
to be unclear that they must complete their statement in black ink;
though this instruction did appear on statements respondents felt it was
a crucial detail that needed clear reinforcement at the beginning of the
text whereas it often appeared after the boxes, when people may have
already begun to complete the statement.
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Figure 30: Reference to the need to use black ink was felt to be a key detail that
needed greater prominence

9.3 Pictorial explanations
Pictorial explanations were perceived to make the voting process easier in
comparison to using only words to instruct the voter.
Respondents deemed ‘less to be more’ and felt that one page of
diagrammatical instructions made casting their vote easier, as they perceived
the instructions to be easier to follow versus lengthy text.
Respondents perceived instructions that flowed vertically to be easier to follow
than those that flowed horizontally; it was felt to be easier to follow this style of
instructions step by step.
Instructions that were set out as individual steps (as in figure 31 and 33) as
opposed to directing a number of actions within each step (as in figure 32) were
deemed to be easier to follow and less confusing.
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Figure 31: NonNon-pictorial instructions to the voter were perceived to be difficult to
follow and appeared daunting

Figure 32: Pictorial step by step instructions were preferred and arrows
arrows were felt
to make following them easier
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Figure 33: Vertical flow of instructions perceived to be more user friendly

Respondents therefore felt that a combination of the examples in figures 32 and
33 would provide the most user friendly instructions.

9.4 Information
Respondents perceived there to be a need for a balance between providing
enough information to clearly instruct voters and too much information that was
perceived to be like intimidating ‘small print’.
There was a perception amongst some respondents that the tone of voice used
in some sections of the instructions was daunting and some terms were
unfamiliar.
• ‘Electoral fraud is a crime’ was perceived to be an unfriendly statement
• The terms ‘mailer’ and ‘returning officer’ were not seen to be familiar,
everyday terms that respondents were used to, making them feel
alienated from the process
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Several respondents spontaneously noticed the helpline telephone number
featured. This was perceived to be a reassuring feature, seen to tell people that
help was available if they needed it. Respondents stated that they would have
liked some information on the costs involved in calling this number (as they
would have expected it to be a freephone 0800 number).

9.5 Bilingual postal voting statements
In terms of content on bilingual Welsh postal voting statements, there was a
perception that information could be set out more clearly to ease use of the
instructions.
Respondents felt that Welsh and English language information needed to be
separated by columns or provided on different pages, perceiving the existing
layout to be confusing to the eye and difficult to read.
Figure 34
34: Respondents wanted bilingual postal voting statements to
to set out
instructions in different languages more clearly, not in such close proximity
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9.6 Priority inclusions for postal voting
There are a number of key recommendations for the design of a user-friendly
postal voting pack:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Postal voting statements need to appear friendly and easy to follow at
first glance; text-heavy ‘small print’ has the potential to alienate voters
from the outset
Use of symbols and arrows on the postal voting statement will draw the
eye to boxes that need to be completed, ensuring correct completion
Where there are two sides/pages of information, an instruction to ‘turn
over’ or similar could ensure voters do not miss important information
Important instructions (which respondents perceived could impact on
the validity of a vote) such as the need to use black ink, need to be
stated clearly and at the start of instructions (as voters tend to launch in
without reading instructions in detail)
Pictorial instructions need to be included to explain the step by step
process of postal voting. These should;
o Flow vertically
o Use arrows to direct the reader
o Use text as well as pictures to instruct, but keep text simple and
to a minimum
Language needs to be friendly and informal so as not to alienate voters
o Simplified and common-day phrases need to be used
Bilingual postal voting statements and instructions need to be clearly set
out and easy to read, with Welsh and English instructions clearly
separate
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10 Issues specific to Wales
10.1 Bilingual issues
Statutory publications in Wales must be bilingual by law, and respondents in
Wales had an expectation that this would be the case for all voting materials.
There were however several cases where the Welsh version of the party name
was missing from ballot papers, across a range of different parties. By law ballot
papers do not have to be bilingual, but parties can choose to have a translated
party name if they wish (Welsh-English or vice versa). However, there was a
perception that ballot papers had to be bilingual by law: the absence of
translated party names therefore caused confusion and annoyance amongst
respondents. Another issue which caused annoyance was spelling: there were
several examples of spelling mistakes in the Welsh versions of voting materials.
Finally there were preferences around how translations are presented on
materials. Respondents much preferred having separate pages or columns for
the two languages presented; there were some instances where a line in English
was followed by a line in Welsh etc. This was found to be very difficult to read
and made it difficult for respondents to take in the key messages.

10.2 Common candidate surnames
Respondents in Wales thought having just a candidate’s surname in bold, aside
from their forename, was potentially confusing. They cited possible instances
where there may be several candidates with the same surname on a ballot (e.g.
‘Jones’), which could hinder the voting process by making it harder to find and
select their chosen candidate.
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11 Conclusions and recommendations
recommendations
Before considering the actual voting materials, it was important to consider
general attitudes towards voting. This was often seen to be a chore amongst our
sample, a necessary civic duty as opposed to, for example, a privilege. This
mindset often impacted on respondents’ expectations of voting materials which
were expected to be easy to use as a matter of course. A key observation that
stems from this is that individuals do not expect to spend a great deal of time
reading instructions about how to vote. If they are seen to be difficult to use,
individuals ignore them, particularly those who have voted before and who
assume they know how to vote in all elections. The instructions must work hard
to first capture attention and second to direct individuals in a concise manner.
It is also worth considering the function of the individual voting materials
alongside their format, and to ask ‘if we were to design voting materials from
scratch, would we use the same formats as we presently use?’ In the case of
the station notice, which uses a poster format to deliver detailed instructions, the
answer may well be no. Respondents perceived there to be far too much
information on the station notices, and as such there might be a case for
reducing the amount of information contained, if necessary supplementing this
with a leaflet containing detailed information. In the case of the booth notices,
which acted as a “glance” reference to correct voting procedure, or the ballot
papers themselves, the answer would be yes, we would use the same format.
When considering requirements specifically for ballot papers, there was felt to
be an overall lack of consistency in how they were produced. Bold fonts to draw
attention to candidate surname and party were a priority. The inclusion of
candidate addresses – save for local elections – was unpopular. Party
descriptions were perceived as unfair, and unnecessary. There was also a
request for more clarity over how independent candidates are displayed, with
preference expressed for individuals to be clearly marked as independents in
the interests of fairness.
For voting materials other than ballot papers, our sample’s preferences were
clear. They wanted the content to be concise, containing no extraneous
information, expressed in simple language and containing no contradiction.
There was call for a picture or a diagram to reinforce the most important
information around how to vote correctly. There was also a requirement to use
colour and formatting judiciously in order to aid comprehension, in effect to
produce an uncluttered and professional feel.
Overall, the themes of consistency, fairness and reassurance were key amongst
our sample of respondents. Whilst the act of voting was often seen as a chore,
the idea of voting and expressing your democratic right, was held in high
regard.
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Voting materials should be professionally produced to reinforce that democratic
ideal.
Below we summarise the key conclusions and recommendations of each
section of the report
Taking into account the way in which people vote, there are a number of key
overall recommendations for voting materials:
•
•
•

•

Instructions on how to vote must be clear on the ballot paper
Booth instructions provide a useful back up level of detail as to how to
vote
Station instructions are not read by voters and potentially this is not the
right place for ‘how to vote’
o Voters could potentially find another source of instruction helpful
e.g. an in-booth leaflet
Postal voting instructions need to be simple and clear to engage the
voter to read thoroughly

A number of features will contribute to ballot papers that are easy to use and
should be used to inform the Electoral Commission’s design standards.
The standards should consider each of the following priorities:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Identify the election within a clear title at the top of the page
Provide clear instructions underneath the title describing how to cast your
vote (i.e. numbers vs. crosses)
o Use figures rather than words to show numbers (e.g. ‘3’ rather
than ‘three’)
Provide diagrammatical instructions next to boxes, clearly showing how
and where to mark the ballot paper
Display candidate surnames printed in bold capital letters, followed by
bold Christian names
Display party names in bold and large font
Do not normally include candidate addresses
o Potentially these could be used for local elections
Have party logos that clearly stand out
o Positioned next to voting box for ease of casting your vote
o Consider how to fill the space where independent candidates
have no logo
Order candidates consistently
o All in alphabetical order by surname, including independents
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•
•
•
•

Follow a left-to-right layout, with space to mark the paper on the right
hand side
Use differently coloured paper to distinguish multi-ballot elections
Use bold lines to distinguish boxes
Display information as clearly as possible - double column ballots are
acceptable but only necessary for long papers. Use numbering for
double columns, but is not necessary on single column ballots

Given the very limited interaction of voters with polling station instructions
instructions, the
key recommendation would be to consider the way in which instructions are
provided to voters.
If polling station instructions continue to be used in their current format there are
a number of key considerations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Include the election to which the instructions relate in the title
Embolden the title to draw attention and impel people to read on further particularly if a more unusual voting system is used
How many candidates to vote for
What mark to make in the box e.g. a number or a cross
A diagram to illustrate correct voting procedure
Ensure clear signposting of important information (e.g. use highlighting)
Ensure language is simple
Do not assume knowledge
Ensure instructions are concise and easy to digest with limited work
required by individual (e.g. use bullet points)

Voters may consult polling booth instructions alongside information included on
ballot papers and they are an important affirmation for voters.
The key information needed for inclusion on polling booth instructions is:
•
•
•
•

Title of election
How many candidates to vote for
What mark to make in the box e.g. a number or a cross
A diagram to illustrate correct voting procedure

There are a number of key recommendations for the design of a user-friendly
postal voting pack:
•

Postal voting statements need to appear friendly and easy to follow at
first glance; text-heavy ‘small print’ has the potential to alienate voters
from the outset
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•
•
•

•

•
•

Use of symbols and arrows on the postal voting statement will draw the
eye to boxes that need to be completed, ensuring correct completion
Where there are two sides/pages of information, an instruction to ‘turn
over’ or similar could ensure voters do not miss important information
Important instructions (which respondents perceived could impact on
the validity of a vote) such as the need to use black ink, need to be
stated clearly and at the start of instructions (as voters tend to launch in
without reading instructions in detail)
Pictorial instructions need to be included to explain the step by step
process of postal voting. These should;
o Flow vertically
o Use arrows to direct the reader
o Use text as well as pictures to instruct, but keep text simple and
to a minimum
Language needs to be friendly and informal so as not to alienate voters
o Simplified and common-day phrases need to be used
Bilingual postal voting statements and instructions need to be clearly set
out and easy to read, with Welsh and English instructions clearly
separate
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12 Appendix documents
Recruitmentt screener
12.1Recruitmen
12.1Recruitmen

CLIENT

The Electoral Commission

T IT L E :
CONTACT:

Simon Shaw/ Kate Boardman

DATE:

October/November 2008

RE S E A RC H

The Electoral Commission
Focus groups screener questionnaire - London

Interviewer name:
_______________________________________________________

Hello! My name is _________________________ from Brahm Research. We are
recruiting people to take part in a focus group on 3rd November 2008. In the group we
will be talking about voting, do you have time to answer a few questions so we can
see if you are eligible to take part?
Please note that this is a genuine survey, your answers will be treated with
confidence and no attempt will be made to sell you anything at all during the
interview. Your personal details will also remain completely confidential. We want to
ask you these questions to ensure we find like-minded people to participate in our
research.
Interviewer to firstly check that respondent is eligible to vote in the UK with S1 to S3.
To be eligible to vote people must be:
- A resident in the UK
- Over the age of 18
- Meet specific criteria regarding their nationality

S1. Are you a resident in the UK?
(A person is resident at an address if that is their permanent home address)
CODE ONE ONLY

Yes
No

1
2
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S2. Which of the following age ranges do you fall into?
CODE ONE ONLY

Under 18
18 – 24
25 – 44
45 – 64
65 – 79
80 plus

1
2
3
4
5
6

Thank and close
Thank and close
See quotas – continue
Thank and close
See quotas – continue
Thank and close

S3. What is your nationality? This is your country of origin, which is on your passport
or birth certificate
CODE ONE ONLY

British
Resident of the Irish Republic
Cypriote (from Cyprus)
Maltese (from Malta)
I am a qualifying Commonwealth
citizen*
Other EU citizen**

1
2
3
4

Continue
Continue
Continue
Continue

5
6

Continue
Continue – check quotas

*A Qualifying Commonwealth citizen is a citizen from a Commonwealth nation (listed below)
who does not require leave to remain in the UK, or if they do then such leave has been
granted to them either indefinitely or with any time or other conditions but is currently valid.
INTERVIEWER TO CONFIRM COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM THE LIST BELOW FOR ALL
QUALIFYING COMMONWEALTH CITIZENS

Antigua and Barbuda
Australia

1
2

Kenya
Kiribati

19
20

Solomon Islands
Samoa

37
38

The Bahamas
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belize
Botswana

3
4
5
6
7

Lesotho
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Malta

21
22
23
24
25

39
40
41
42
43

Brunei Darussalam
Cameroon
Canada
Cyprus
Fiji Islands
The Gambia
Ghana
Grenada
Guyana
India
Jamaica

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia
Nauru
New Zealand
Nigeria
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

South Africa
Sri Lanka
St Kitts and Nevis
St Lucia
St Vincent and the
Grenadines
Swaziland
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tuvalu
Uganda
United Republic of Tanzania
Vanuatu
Zambia
Zimbabwe

**Other European Union Citizen (other than ones already listed above)
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These citizens cannot vote in UK Parliamentary elections.
Austria

1 Belgium

9

Bulgaria

17

Germany
Poland
Italy

2 Greece
3 Portugal
4 Czech Republic

10
11
12

Hungary
Denmark
Lithuania

18
19
20

Romania
Estonia
Luxembourg
Spain

5
6
7
8

13
14
15
16

Slovenia
France
The Netherlands

21
22
23

Latvia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden

DO NOT READ OUT. CODE.
Male

1

Female

Continue
2

Continue

}

ensure a mix of gender in each group

Q1. Which of the following describes your voting behaviour in UK General Elections?
CODE ONE ONLY
I always vote
I usually vote
I occasionally vote
I never vote

1
2
3
4

See quotas – continue to Q2
See quotas – continue to Q2
See quotas – continue to Q2
Thank and close

Q2. Have you ever voted by post for any local, national or European elections?
CODE ONE ONLY
Yes
No

1
2

See quotas – continue to Q3
See quotas – continue to Q3

ASK ALL WHO CODE 5 AT S2, ALL OTHERS CONTINUE TO Q4
Q3. Are you currently in receipt of a pension?
MULTI CODE
A private pension
A state pension
No
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Q4. What is the occupation of the main income earner in your household? (previous
occupation if retired)

(Probe for qualifications, industry, size of firm and number of staff responsible for to
gain social grade)
Code SEG:
A
B
C1
C2
D
E

1
2
3
4
5
6

Thank and close
See quotas (group 1) – continue to Q5
See quotas (group 1) – continue to Q5
See quotas (groups 1 or 2) – continue to Q5
See quotas (group 2) – continue to Q5
Thank and close

Q5. Which of the following statement best applies to you?
INTERVIEWER TO SHOW SHOWCARD A1
ASK RESPONDENT TO INDICATE STATEMENT MOST RELEVANT TO THEM
CODE ONE ONLY
I have less than 5 GCSEs/ O Levels/
equivalent at grade C or above – low

1

Thank and close

I have 5 or more GCSEs/ O Levels/ or
equivalent at grade C or above, or I have
A’ levels – medium

2

See quotas (group 2) continue to
Q6

3

See quotas (group 1) continue to
Q6

I am educated
to degree level or higher – high

Q6. What is your first language (native language or mother tongue) i.e. the language
that you learnt from birth?
CODE ONE ONLY
English
Other write in
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Q7.Have you taken part in any market research interviews or discussions in the last
six months?
CODE ONE ONLY
Yes
No

1
2

Thank & Close
Continue

Q8. Do any of the following statements apply to you?
MULTI CODE
I have stood for political
office in the last 5 years

1

Thank & Close

I have actively campaigned for
apolitical party in the last 5 years

2

Thank & Close

I have worked on elections in
the last 5 years (for example
working in a polling station or count centre)

3

Thank & Close

None of the above

4

Continue

Thank you for your help. We are conducting some group discussions on 3rd
November 2008. The discussions will involve around 7 other people, similar to
yourself and will last around 90 minutes. All research will be conducted in
accordance with MRS guidelines (explain in detail) and we would like to advise you
that the focus group may be filmed. All opinions and comments will, however, remain
confidential and used for research purposes only.
For your participation you will receive £40. Is this something you would be interested
in?
Respondent name:

_____________________________

Respondent telephone number:

_____________________________

I certify that this interview was conducted in accordance with the provisions of the
Market Research Society’s Code of Conduct, and the briefing instructions from
Brahm Research.
Interviewer’s signature

_____________________________

Interviewer name:

_____________________________

Interview date

_____________________________
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London focus groups Monday 3rd November 2008
Group 1 @ 4.30pm – none to code 6 at S3
Age

SEG

65 -79

Private
pension
BC1C2

Code 5
@ S2

Education Language
High
Code 3 @
Q5

English
first
language
code 1 @
Q6

Code 1 @
Q3 and 2,
3 or 4 @
Q4

Vote by post

Voting
behaviour

Include 4 to 5
respondents
who have
voted by post

Usually/ occasionally
Mix of codes 2 and 3
@ Q1

Mix of codes 1
and 2 @ Q2

Group 2 @ 6.30pm – can code 6 at S3
Education Language

Age

SEG

25-44

C2D

Medium

Code 3
@ S2

Code 4 or
5 @ Q4

Code 2 @
Q5

English
not first
language

Vote by
post

Voting behaviour

No

Always/ usually

Code 2 @ Q2

Mix of codes 1 and 2
@ Q1

Code 2 @
Q6

Both groups at: The Research House
Ridgway Mews, 18-20 Ridgway ,Wimbledon Village ,London SW19 4QN
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12.2 Discussion guide
EC Discussion Guide
Objectives
–

To understand what design features for ballot papers and associated voting materials
make it easier or more difficult to cast your vote as intended (content, layout, appearance)

–

To investigate understanding and interpretation of different party descriptions used on
ballot papers, specifically whether they are confusing / misleading

Introduction
-

Timing, 90 mins
Confidentiality - MRS rules, no right or wrong answers
Viewing
Subject matter
o Today we are going to be talking about ballot papers and the instructions that tell
you how to vote
o The purpose is to get your feedback on these materials specifically
o We’ll talk a little about your individual voting experiences for 5 minutes, but it is
your thoughts on the materials we are interested in
o The feedback will be used to help improve design the ballot papers – make them
easier for people to understand
o We are not here to talk about your party political preferences, or concerns about
the local council!
o Going to go into quite a lot of detail, hope that’s OK?

Section 1 – Warm up (c10 mins)
-

Introductions: I’d like you to introduce yourself to the person on your right
o Find out their name, their age, what they do for a living / retired etc
o Each to introduce their partner back to the group in 1 minute

Once complete….
-

What does everyone think about voting generally?
o Probe on good / bad aspects

-

So, what experience does everyone here have of voting?
o Spontaneous then probe on those who have / have not voted before

For those that have voted before
-

Can you remember when & where you last voted?

-

How did you find the process of voting? Why do you say this?

-

Was it an easy process? Why?

-

Does anyone recall having any difficulties?

-

Do you think other people would find it difficult? Why?

For those who have not voted before:
-

What do you know about the process of voting/ going to vote?

-

What do you think it would be like going to vote?
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Section 2 – Introduce first stimulus material (c30 mins)
I’m now going to hand out ballot papers for [X election], with the instructions that would be up
inside the polling booth if you were voting. On the wall there’s also a copy of the sort of poster
that would be on the wall of the polling station telling you how to go about voting.
I’d like to take 5 minutes now for us individually to have a look through these materials. In
your pack there’s 2 pens. I’d like you to
-

Actually have a go at “voting” for one of the candidates:
o You can either vote for your party of choice as you would in a real election, or if
you prefer, choose a random candidate
o There are some voting instructions at the front of the room, as you would find in a
polling station in a real election, and you can make use of them if you wish
Once you’ve done that, please use the highlighter pens to highlight anything that you found
confusing / hard to understand. This could be in terms of what is actually written, or how
things look. Please use the PINK end of the pen to highlight confusing things. Moderator to
allow time for respondents to do this and then ask respondents to highlight anything that
really helped them – judge by pilot groups
If there is anything that you find particularly helped you, then you can highlight this in yellow
Once you’ve finished highlighting the papers and instructions you’ve been given, have a look
at the instructions on the wall, and mark anything that is more difficult to understand, again
using your pink highlighter. If there is anything that you think is particularly helpful, you can
highlight this in yellow.
MODERATOR TO HAND OUT PACKS AND ALLOW 5 MINS FOR ALL TO COMPLETE
TASK
MODERATOR TO NOTE NON-VERBAL REACTIONS, BODY LANGUAGE, USE OF
INSTRUCTIONS ETC
AFTER 5 MINS
-

OK – are we all finished?
What did you think of that exercise? How did you get on voting?

EXHAUST SPONTANEOUS REACTIONS THEN PROBE
-

Familiarity? (those who have voted before)
How did you find the person you wanted to vote for? [e.g. They might look for logo or
party, they might read the whole paper or they might stop as soon as they get to their
candidate.]
- Did you find the materials easy / difficult to negotiate? Why?
- Was anything confusing / hard to understand?
o If so what specifically was the issue? Check for consensus
- Do you feel that you voted for the person you had intended to?
MODERATOR TO WRITE DETAILS ON FLIPCHART – get group to confirm that details are
correct and there are no more to add.
PROBE ON SECTIONS AS FOLLOWS – PURPOSE IS A SENSE CHECK NOT A
COMPREHENSION TEST
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Lets have another look at the instructions on the wall: is there anything that is particularly
difficult or easy to understand?
MODERATOR TO MARK THE EASY / DIFFICULT SECTIONS ON A3 VERSION OF
INSTRUCTIONS HELD UP IN FRONT OF THE GROUP/ ON FLIP CHART
POLLING STATION INSTRUCTIONS
- Content
o Instructions
Wording / phrasing in layman’s terms? Do they clearly set out what you
need to do? What about the language? Is it pitched at the right level?
Length OK?
Anything missing? What else would you add?
- Layout
o Positioning (of content)
o Use of space
o Size
o Text justification
- Appearance
o Font – type, colour, formatting, style
o Capitals / bold / underlining
-

Overall, what could be done to improve this then?

Now, lets move onto the instructions you will find in the polling booth.
POLLING BOOTH INSTRUCTIONS
- Content
o Title
o Instructions
Wording / phrasing in layman’s terms? Do they clearly set out what you
need to do? [probe on any particularly problematic words or phrases]
Length OK?
Anything missing? What else would you add?
- Layout
o Positioning (of content)
o Use of space
o Size
o Text justification
- Appearance
o Font – type, colour, formatting, style
o Capitals / bold / underlining
-

Overall what could be done to improve this then?
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FINALLY LETS HAVE A MORE DETAILED LOOK AT THE BALLOT
BALLOT PAPER:
- Content
o Title
o Instructions
Wording / phrasing in layman’s terms? Were you able to understand what
you had to do?
Length OK?
Anything missing? What else would you add?
o Addresses
o Numbering of lists
o Inclusion of Emblems
- Layout
o Positioning (of content)
o Use of space
o Size
o Columnation
o Separation of different parts of the paper (if applicable)
o Order of parties / candidates
o Text justification
- Appearance
o Paper colour
o Font – type, colour, formatting, style
o Capitals / bold / underlining
o Size of boxes
o Contrast / colour / shading
-

-

If the group find everything straightforward ask, what about other people in society? How
do you think they would find it? For example older people (your parents/grandparents)…
younger people… someone voting for the first time
Overall what could be done to improve this then?

These voting materials we have just looked at are for the xxxxxxxxx voting system.
MODERATOR TO HOLD UP A3 DESCRIPTION OF THE VOTING SYSTEM.
-

Was this clear to you from the materials you have just seen?
Why / why not clear?
Role of instructions in this?
Is there anything that you think should have been included to make it clearer?

MODERATOR TO COLLECT IN ALL THE MATERIALS – KEEP HIGHLIGHTED MATERIALS
FOR ANALYSIS
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Section 3 – Voting System 2 (20 mins)
NOTE TO MODERATOR: Postal ballots slightly different, ensure all prompts are
relevant to the Postal Voting Statement
I’m now going to hand out a different example of some voting materials. These are for X
[INSERT] elections.
- General instruction document
- Polling booth instruction document
- Ballot paper
Again can you take 5 minutes to have a look through these materials. As before, I’d like you
to
- Actually have a go at “voting” for one of the candidates:
o You can either vote for your party of choice as you would in a real election, or if
you prefer, choose a random candidate
o There are some voting instructions at the front of the room, as you would find in a
polling station in a real election, and you can make use of them if you wish
Once you’ve done that, please use the highlighter pens to highlight anything that you found
confusing / hard to understand. This could be in terms of what is actually written, or how
things look. Please use the PINK end of the pen to highlight confusing things. Moderator to
allow time for respondents to do this and then ask respondents to highlight anything that
really helped them – judge by pilot groups
If there is anything that you find particularly helped you, then you can highlight this in yellow
Once you’ve finished highlighting the papers and instructions you’ve been given, have a look
at the instructions on the wall, and think about [or mark?] anything that is more difficult or
easier to understand.
MODERATOR TO HAND OUT PACKS AND ALLOW 5 MINS FOR ALL TO COMPLETE
TASK
MODERATOR TO NOTE NON-VERBAL REACTIONS, BODY LANGUAGE, USE OF
INSTRUCTIONS ETC
AFTER 5 MINS
- OK – are we all finished?
- What did you think of that exercise? How did you get on voting?
EXHAUST SPONTANEOUS REACTIONS THEN PROBE
-

Familiarity? (those who have voted before)
How did you find the person you wanted to vote for? [e.g. They might look for logo or
party, they might read the whole paper or they might stop as soon as they get to their
candidate.]
- Did you find the materials easy / difficult to negotiate? Why?
- Was anything confusing / hard to understand?
o If so what specifically was the issue? Check for consensus
- Do you feel that you voted for the person you had intended to?
MODERATOR TO WRITE DETAILS ON FLIPCHART – get group to confirm that details are
correct and there are no more to add.
PROBE ON SECTIONS AS FOLLOWS – PURPOSE IS A SENSE CHECK NOT A
COMPREHENSION TEST
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Lets have another look at the instructions on the wall: is there anything that is particularly
difficult or easy to understand?
MODERATOR TO MARK THE EASY / DIFFICULT SECTIONS ON A3 VERSION OF
INSTRUCTIONS HELD UP IN FRONT OF THE GROUP/ ON FLIP CHART
POLLING STATION INSTRUCTIONS/ POSTAL VOTING STATEMENT
- Content
o Instructions
Wording / phrasing in layman’s terms? Do they clearly set out what you
need to do?
Is it clear what you are supposed to do?
Length OK?
Anything missing? What else would you add?
- Layout
o Positioning (of content)
o Use of space
o Size
o Text justification
- Appearance
o Font – type, colour, formatting, style
o Capitals / bold / underlining
-

Overall, what could be done to improve this then?

Now, lets move onto the instructions you will find in the polling booth.
POLLING BOOTH INSTRUCTIONS
- Content
o Title
o Instructions
Wording / phrasing in layman’s terms? Do they clearly set out what you
need to do? [probe on any particularly problematic words or phrases]
Length OK?
Anything missing? What else would you add?
- Layout
o Positioning (of content)
o Use of space
o Size
o Text justification
- Appearance
o Font – type, colour, formatting, style
o Capitals / bold / underlining
-

Overall what could be done to improve this then?
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FINALLY LETS HAVE A MORE DETAILED LOOK AT THE BALLOT
BALLOT PAPER:
- Content
o Title
o Instructions
o Wording / phrasing in layman’s terms? Were you able to understand what you
had to do?
o Length OK?
o Anything missing? What else would you add?
o Addresses
o Numbering of lists
o Inclusion of Emblems
- Layout
o Positioning (of content)
o Use of space
o Size
o Columnation
o Separation of different parts of the paper (if applicable)
o Order of parties / candidates
o Text justification
- Appearance
o Paper colour
o Font – type, colour, formatting, style
o Capitals / bold / underlining
o Size of boxes
o Contrast / colour / shading
-

Overall what could be done to improve this then?

These voting materials we have just looked at are for the xxxxxxxxx voting system.
MODERATOR TO HOLD UP A3 DESCRIPTION OF THE VOTING SYSTEM.
-

Was this clear to you from the materials you have just seen?
Why / why not clear?
Role of instructions in this?
Is there anything that you think should have been included to make it clearer?

MODERATOR TO COLLECT IN ALL THE MATERIALS – KEEP HIGHLIGHTED MATERIALS
FOR ANALYSIS
Section 4 – Party descriptions (20 mins)
For London groups skip to 4.2, all other groups issue another ballot paper and proceed
4.1 This is the last example that I’m going to show you. Have a look through, and as before
can you actually have a go “voting” for one of the candidates.
Once you’ve done that, you can use the highlighter pens to highlight anything that is
confusing / hard to understand
MODERATOR TO HAND OUT PACKS AND ALLOW 5 MINS FOR ALL TO COMPLETE
TASK
MODERATOR TO NOTE NON-VERBAL REACTIONS, BODY LANGUAGE ETC
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AFTER 5 MINS
4.2
-

Going back to the three papers for the London elections, did you notice anything in
particular about what is written on the paper for each party/candidate?

ALL
LOOK FOR SPONTANEOUS REACTIONS THEN PROBE ON PARTY DESCRIPTIONS
IF NEEDED, POINT OUT THAT SOME PARTIES HAVE ‘THE X PARTY,’ SOME
INCLUDE A PARTY LEADER’S NAME (LIKE ‘ONE LONDON’ (LEADER DAMIAN
HOCKNEY) AND SOME HAVE A PHRASE OR SLOGAN INVOLVED (LIKE FREE
ENGLAND PARTY: ‘SPEAKS FOR ENGLAND’). THESE ARE CALLED PARTY
DESCRIPTIONS
-

What use do these party descriptions have? What are they for?
Did they make a difference to who you voted for?
Did they help you understand more about the candidates/parties?

-

Did the names or descriptions on the ballot paper help you in your voting choice? Why is
this?
Lets look at description x – this is an example of where a slogan is used by the candidate.
What do you think about having a party description in this format? [PROBE ON
DIFFERENT TYPES OF DESCRIPTION]
o What party is the candidate standing for?
o Is this confusing? If so what format would you suggest using?
Any other comments on this?

-

-

Section 5 – Recap & Summary – Ideal voting materials (10 mins)
-

OK, thinking back now to the 3 different sets of voting materials we have looked through
can we just recap on what you thought
- What were the good things?
- What was not so good?
- What would your ideal voting materials look like?

-

If you had 1 message to give to the people responsible for designing these voting
materials, what would it be?

-

Do you have any other comments at all?

Thank and close
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12.3 Electoral systems summary
Summarised from: http://www.aboutmyvote.co.uk/how_do_i_vote/voting_systems.aspx

General (UK Parliamentary) elections
First past the post.
for?
?
Who are people voting for
A Member of Parliament (MP) to sit in the UK Parliament in Westminster and
represent a constituency.
How to vote
The ballot paper lists the name of each candidate along with their party name or
description, party logo and their address.
The voter should put an X (a cross) next to the one candidate that they wish to
vote for.
Who
Wh
o is elected?
The candidate with the most votes is elected; they do not need to get more than
half of the votes cast. If there is a tie then a candidate is selected by the drawing
of lots (i.e. a method of selection by chance such as tossing a coin or picking a
name out of a hat).

European Parliament elections in England, Scotland and Wales
Proportional representation – closed list.
for?
?
Who are people voting for
Between three and ten Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) to
represent a region. The UK is divided into regions and each region is allocated a
number of MEPs according to its population.
How to vote
The ballot paper lists political parties and independent candidates. Under each
party name is a list of candidates who wish to represent that party.
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The voter should put an X (a cross) next to the party or independent candidate
that they wish to vote for.
Who is elected?
In a given region the allocated seats are awarded using a quota system. The
quota is the total number of votes received by a party or independent candidate
divided by the number of seats already gained in that region +1.
So, for a party with no seats the number of votes received is divided by one, and
so stays the same. If the party already has one seat then its number of votes is
divided by two, if it has two seats it is divided by three, and so on.
This means that the more seats a party has already won, the harder it is to gain
extra seats, so the overall allocation of seats is more proportional to the number
of votes received.
The first seat that a party wins goes to the first person on its list, the second seat
to the second person, and so on, until the party has either not won any more
seats or has run out of names on its list. An independent candidate is treated as
though he or she were a party with only one name on its list.

European Parliament elections in Northern Ireland
Single Transferable Vote.
for?
?
Who are people voting for
Three Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) to represent Northern
Ireland.
How to vote
The ballot paper lists the name of each candidate along with their party name,
party logo and their address.
The voter should rank the candidates in order of preference. They should put a 1
next to their first choice candidate, a 2 next to their second choice, a 3 next to
their third choice, and so on. They can rank as few or as many candidates as
they like.
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Who is elected?
To be elected a candidate must reach a set amount of votes known as the
quota.
The votes are counted in stages. In the first stage only first preferences are
counted. Anyone who reaches the quota is elected. Any votes received over the
quota are not needed by the elected candidate and so are transferred to the
second preference.
If not enough candidates have then reached the quota, the candidate with the
lowest number of votes is eliminated and all of their votes are passed to the next
preference on the ballot papers. This process is repeated until three candidates
have been elected.

Local government elections in England
First past the post.
Who are people voting for?
for?
Between one and three councillors to represent their ward on the local council.
How to vote
The ballot paper lists the name of each candidate along with their party name,
party logo and their address.
Depending on where the voter lives they will be able to vote for between one
and three candidates.
The voter should put an X (a cross) next to each candidate that they wish to vote
for. They do not have to use all of their votes; the suggested number is a
maximum.
Who is elected?
The number of candidates to be elected will be the same as the number of
votes that the voter was allowed. The candidate with the most votes is elected
first, then if required the candidate with the second highest number of votes is
elected, then the third placed candidate.
No candidate needs to get more than half of the votes cast. If there is a tie then
a candidate is selected by the drawing of lots (i.e. a method of selection by
chance such as tossing a coin or picking a name out of a hat).
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Directly Elected Mayors in England (including the London Mayor)
Supplementary Vote.
for?
?
Who are people voting for
All local councils in England have a Mayor. Most are chosen by the council, but
in some areas the Mayor is directly elected by the voters at the same time as
they vote for their councillors.
There is also a Mayor of London with a wider range of powers than local council
Mayors.
How to vote
The ballot paper lists the name of each candidate along with their party name,
party logo and their address.
There are two columns next to each name. The voter should put an X (a cross)
in the left-hand column next to their first preference for Mayor and an X (a cross)
in the right-hand column next to their second preference for
Who is elected?
The first preferences are counted, and if a candidate has received more than
50% of the votes cast they are elected.
If no candidate has more than 50% of the vote, all candidates apart from those
in the first and second place are eliminated. The votes showing a first
preference for one of the eliminated candidates are checked for their second
preference. Any second preference votes for the two remaining candidates are
then added to their first preference votes and the candidate with the most votes
wins.
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London Assembly elections
Member
ember System
Additional M
Who am I voting for?
Voters have two votes; one for their local constituency member and one for the
eleven London-wide Assembly members.
How to vote
Voters are given two ballot papers.
The first is for their constituency member. The ballot paper lists the name of
each candidate along with their party name, party logo and their address.
The voter should put an X (a cross) next to the one candidate that they wish to
vote for.
The second ballot paper is a vote for a party or independent candidate
attempting to gain the eleven London-wide Assembly seats. The ballot paper
lists political parties and independent candidates. Under each party name is a
list of candidates who wish to represent that party.
The voter should put an X (a cross) next to the party or independent candidate
that they wish to vote for.
At the same time they will also be asked to vote on a third ballot paper for a
London Mayor (for more information see the section on Directly Elected Mayors
in England).
for?
?
Who are people voting for
There are 14 constituencies, each represented by one Assembly member. In
each constituency the candidate with the most votes is elected; they do not
need to get more than half of the votes cast. If there is a tie then a candidate is
selected by the drawing of lots (i.e. a method of selection by chance such as
tossing a coin or picking a name out of a hat).
There are also 11 London-wide seats; these seats are awarding using a quota
system. The quota is the total number of votes received by a party or
independent candidate divided by the number of seats already gained +1.
So, for a party with no seats the number of votes received is divided by one, and
so stays the same. If the party already has one seat then its number of votes is
divided by two, if it has two seats it is dived by three, and so on.
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This means that the more seats you have already won, the harder it is to gain
extra seats, so the overall allocation of seats is more proportional to the number
of votes received. The number of seats each party has includes any
constituency seats won and any London-wide seats already awarded.
The first London-wide seat that a party wins goes to the first person on its list,
the second seat to the second person, and so on, until the party has either not
won any more seats or has run out of names on its list. An independent
candidate is treated as though he or she were a party with only one name on its
list.

Local government elections in Northern Ireland
Single Transferable Vote.
for?
?
Who are people voting for
Councillors to represent them on their local council.
How to vote
The ballot paper lists the name of each candidate along with their party name,
party logo and their address.
They voter should rank the candidates in order of preference, putting a 1 next to
their first choice candidate, a 2 next to their second choice, a 3 next to their third
choice, and so on. They can rank as few or as many candidates as they like.
Who is elected?
To be elected a candidate must reach a set amount of votes known as the
quota.
The votes are counted in stages. In the first round only first preferences are
counted. Anyone who reaches the quota is elected. Any votes received over the
quota are not needed by the elected candidate and so are transferred to the
second preference.
If not enough candidates have then reached the quota, the candidate with the
lowest number of votes is eliminated and all of their votes are passed to the next
preference on the ballot papers. This process is repeated until enough
candidates have been elected to fill each seat in the ward.
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Northern Ireland Assembly elections
The voting system
Single Transferable Vote.
for?
?
Who are people voting for
Six Members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs) to represent their constituency
in the Northern Ireland Assembly.
How to vote
The ballot paper lists the name of each candidate along with their party name,
party logo and their address.
Voters should rank the candidates in order of preference. Put a 1 next to their
first choice candidate, a 2 next to their second choice, a 3 next to their third
choice, and so on. They can rank as few or as many candidates as they like.
Who is elected?
To be elected a candidate must reach a set amount of votes known as the
quota.
The votes are counted in stages. In the first round only first preferences are
counted. Anyone who reaches the quota is elected. Any votes received over the
quota are not needed by the elected candidate and so are transferred to the
second preference. If not enough candidates have then reached the quota, the
candidate with the lowest number of votes is eliminated and all of their votes are
passed to the next preference on the ballot papers.
This process is repeated until six candidates have been elected.
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Local government elections in Scotland
Single Transferable Vote.
for?
?
Who are people voting for
Three or four councillors to represent their ward on the local council.
How to vote
The ballot paper lists the name of each candidate along with their party name,
party logo and their address.
Voters should rank the candidates in order of preference. They should put a 1
next to their first choice candidate, a 2 next to their second choice, a 3 next to
their third choice, and so on. They can rank as few or as many candidates as
they like.
Who is elected?
To be elected a candidate must reach a set amount of votes known as the
quota.
The votes are counted in stages. In the first stage only first preferences are
counted. Anyone who reaches the quota is elected. Any votes received over the
quota are not needed by the elected candidate and so are transferred to the
second preference. If not enough candidates have then reached the quota, the
candidate with the lowest number of votes is eliminated and all of their votes are
passed to the next preference on the ballot papers.
This process is repeated until three or four candidates have been elected.

Scottish Parliamentary elections
he post and closed
The Additional Member System (a combination of first past tthe
list proportional representation).
Who are people voting for?
People are voting for a Member of the Scottish Parliament (MSP) for their
Scottish Parliamentary constituency and for the seven regional MSPs for their
region of Scotland.
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How to vote
Voters have two votes – one for the MSP for their Scottish Parliamentary
constituency and one for the regional vote - which may be on a single ballot
paper or two separate ballot papers.
For the regional vote they should place an X (a cross) next to the party or
independent candidate that they wish to vote for.
For the constituency vote they should put an X (a cross) next to the one
candidate that they wish to vote for.
Who is elected?
There are 53 constituencies, each represented by one MSP. In each
constituency the candidate with the most votes is elected; they do not need to
get more than half of the votes cast. If there is a tie then a candidate is selected
by the drawing of lots (i.e. a method of selection by chance such as tossing a
coin or picking a name out of a hat).
There are also 8 regions, each electing 7 regional MSPs. There are therefore 56
regional seats; these seats are awarding using a quota system. The quota is the
total number of regional votes received by a party or independent candidate
divided by the number of seats (constituency and regional) already gained in
that region +1.
So, for a party with no seats the number of votes received is divided by one, and
so stays the same. If the party already has one seat in that region then its
number of votes is divided by two, if it has two seats in that region it is divided
by three, and so on.
This means that the more seats a party has already won, the harder it is to gain
extra seats, so the overall allocation of seats is proportional to the number of
votes received. The number of seats each party has includes any constituency
seats won in that region and regional seats already awarded.
The first regional seat that a party wins goes to the first person on its list for that
region, the second seat to the second person, and so on, until the party has
either not won any more seats or has run out of names on its list. An
independent candidate is treated as though he or she were a party with only one
name on its list.
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Local government elections in Wales
First past the post.
Who are people voting for?
A councillor to represent their ward on the local council.
How to vote
The voter should simply put an X (a cross) next to the one candidate that they
wish to vote for.
Who is elected?
The candidate with the most votes is elected; they do not need to get more than
half of the votes cast. If there is a tie then a candidate is selected by the drawing
of lots (i.e. a method of selection by chance such as tossing a coin or picking a
name out of a hat).

National Assembly for Wales elections
The Additional Member System (a combination of first past the post and closed
list proportional representation).
Who are people voting for?
Voters have two votes; the first vote is for a constituency member and the
second vote is for regional members. Each constituency in Wales is represented
by one Assembly Member (AM) and each region is represented by five AMs.
How to vote
Voters are given two ballot papers.
The first is for their constituency AM. The ballot paper lists the name of each
candidate along with their party name, party logo and their address.
They should put an X (a cross) next to the one candidate that you wish to vote
for.
The second ballot paper is a vote for a party or independent candidate
attempting to gain the four regional seats within their region in Wales. The ballot
paper lists political parties and independent candidates. Under each party name
is a list of candidates who wish to represent that party.
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The voter should put an X (a cross) next to the party or independent candidate
that they wish to vote for.
Who is elected?
There are 40 constituencies, each represented by one AM. In each constituency
the candidate with the most votes is elected; they do not need to get more than
half of the votes cast. If there is a tie then a candidate is selected by the drawing
of lots (i.e. a method of selection by chance such as tossing a coin or picking a
name out of a hat).
There are also 5 regions, each electing 4 regional AMs. There are therefore 20
regional seats; these seats are awarding using a quota system. The quota is the
total number of regional votes received by a party or independent candidate
divided by the number of constituency seats already gained in that region +1.
So, for a party with no constituency seats the number of votes received is
divided by one. If the party has secured one constituency seat in that region
then its number of votes is divided by two, if it has two seats in that region it is
dived by three, and so on.
This means that the more constituency seats a political party has won, the
harder it is to gain any additional seats through the regional list system, so the
overall allocation of seats is more proportional to the number of votes received.
The regional seats each political party wins are filled by the candidates in the
order they appear on the regional ballot paper, this order is decided by the
political party. An independent candidate is treated as though he or she were a
party with only one name on its list.
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